HELP US SPREAD THE WORD!

Please feel free to use the "forward to a friend" feature of this newsletter to help us spread the word about how the Fairfield County Foundation is building a legacy for our community.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION

The scholarship deadline for the 2017-2018 academic year was Monday, April 3rd. The application for the 2018-2019 academic year will go live on January 1, 2018.

Professional Advisors Manual Available

The Foundation's Professional Advisors Manual contains all the latest information about the Foundation and how we can help you better serve your clients. It is available on our website.
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A Message From the Director

Dear Friends of the Foundation,

It is hard to believe that we are already half way through the summer, but that means we are getting closer to Artwalk and the start of the Lancaster Festival! We hope you have plans to enjoy these wonderful community activities with your family and friends and we look forward to seeing you there!

In this edition of our newsletter, we’re pleased to share with you the names of the remaining 2017-2018 scholarship recipients. We’re also excited to reveal our 2016 Annual Report, which is now available to download in the article below.

We thank you for your continued support of the Foundation. Your generosity is essential to the success of our programs and projects.

Enjoy the sunshine!

Amy Eyman
Executive Director

2017-2018 Scholarship Recipients

Each year the Foundation looks forward to awarding scholarships to those in our community who wish to further their education. This month, we’re pleased to share the remaining 2017-2018 scholarship recipients. This year there were over 300 awards totaling more than $500,000.

The list of recipients and their scholarship fund are below:

Matthew W. Acton Memorial Golf
Grace Hippler

Paul D. Beck
Griffin Goldenbagen

Bloom-Carroll Alumni Scholar Athlete
Nicole Goodman

Marlowe Brainard
Cora Wilson

James Caple
Madison Bemis, Clark Hubbard and Emily Shupp
Robert E. & Marion A. Carr
Olivia Barnett, Madison Compton, Jonathan Gardner, Emerson Goldenbagen, Mary Gundelfinger, Mollie Hobensack, Owyn Howard, Olivia Hubbard, Hannah Kumler, Aaron Lawson, Molly Myers, Hayley Neff, Isaac Paine, Emily Patton, Bailee Poston, Dylan Sharp, Emily Singer, Kacy Snyder, Jennifer Stoneburner, Austin Vannatta, Abbygale Watson and Christopher Wooten

Molly Ann Clark
Abbygale Watson

Charles C. & Barbara Claypool
Andrew Ferris, Christian Meadows, Dylan Smith and Justin Traft

Deputy Ethan Collins
Cassondra Schilling

Coney Memorial
Anthony Schmelzer

D.A.R.E.
Chandler Dawson

Davidson-Jaycees Community Service
Kayla Lowry, Cory Towe, McKinley Walton and Emily Williams

Elsie R. McClelland Davis Memorial
Jonathan Gardner, David Griffith, Harley Pairan, Katerina Sharp and Jessica Sisson

Leroy & Bernice Ellinger
Aaron Jones, Madison Shook and Hannah Travis

Amelia Fickel and Glenn Moodie
Colton Brown

Wilfred and Una Fosnaugh
Emerson Goldenbagen, Isaac Paine and Abbygale Watson

Lynn and Lynda Freisner Fund
Gabrielle Smith

Lorelei Owen Gibbs
Lindsay Bentley and Kayla Lowry

Bud Goodman Memorial
Nathan Arni

O.J. Green Memorial
James Shackelford and Amanda Trogus

The Jack Greathouse Gale Force Basketball
Jacob Arter, Chandler Dawson, Jaizon Hemsley, Ronald Jorgenson and Zeke Muck

Robert V. Grilli Memorial
Emma Tobin and Justin Harris

Patricia Woodyard Gilmore Memorial
Alexis Butterbaugh

Jacob Guisinger Memorial
Nathan Romine

Nils Gustavson Scholar Athlete
Jacob Arter
Dunn, William Eyman, Emerson Goldenbagen, Nathaniel Hieber, Kathryn Iles, Kallan Imhoff, Aaron Jones, Iris Kellett, Finley Kocher, Skyler Kraft, Meredith Leohner, Braden Little, Emily Loudermilk, Allison McCrady, Christian Meadows, Darrin Miller, Barry Miller, Catrina Nichols, Jackson Palenick, Kaylee Reed, Nathan Romine, Carly Rose, Grace Schaffner, Jessica Sisson, James Sites, Austin Smith, Lauren Sommers, Arianna Timmons, Aubrey Tobin, Madison Vannatta, Sydney VerDow, Jessica Wade, Mikaela Wagner, McKinley Walton and Abbygale Watson

Mt. Pleasant Kiwanis
Jacob Arter

Elizabeth "Libby" Murry
Troy Schleich

North School
Chandler Dawson and Rachael Leitnaker

John Morrow Pickerington Music Boosters
Alexandria Bennett, Erin Donahue and Kalica Kohner

Roger Pedigo Memorial
Kamryn Peters

William D. Queen
Alaina Berry, Catrina Nichols, Dylan Rogers and Dylan Smith

LaVerne Raab
Megan Allen, Maria Black, Skylar Fox, Alexander Gunther, Jessica Lambert, Aaron Lawson, Josiah Roberts, Dylan Sharp, Katerina Sharp, Gabrielle Smith, Clara Thomas, Ariana Timmons, Patrick Wagner and Rachel Walker

Kathleen K. Ridenour
Kyle Euman

Kathleen Kaser Ridenour
Katelyn Burkhard

Robert Rowles Family Fund
McKenzie Huff

Rushcreek Grange
Gabrielle Smith and Matthew Tobin

Edward N. Sands
Parker D. Bozman, Kailey E. Dean, Autumn T. Fickel, Trevor M. Mohler, Kyle D. Nugent, Madison N. Peck, Madison N. Shook, Alexander P. Smith and Travis D. Turley

Mollee J. Seifert
Kylie Carbol

Shaner-Wohrer Memorial Scholarship Fund
Rachael Leitnaker, Olivia Daniels, Samantha Taylor and Meredith Leohner

Shannon Family
Stephani Baker, Autumn Bianchi, Jackson Brengman, Brooke Bycofski, Olivia Daniels, Elizabeth Davis, Taylor Dean, Jacob Dupler, Ian Elick, Marikate Evans, Savannah Foster, James Fox, Shannon Frear, Anudari Gansukh, Mallory Good, Evan Hendrickson, Jeremy Hill, Kyrstin Kellenbarger, Shawna Kemmerling, Elaine King, Jessica Lambert, Andrew Lasko, Aaron Lawson, Sarah Leitnaker, Rachael Leitnaker, Meredith Leohner, Jacob Libby, Kaci Marvin, Dylan Mayle, Evia McGlade, Kyler Messner, Colin Mingyar, Matthew Moore, Grant Niemann, Baylee Nutter, Kamryn Peters, Dylan Sharp, Alexander
Shook, Emily Swick, Samantha Taylor, Cory Towe, Blake Tracy, Hannah Travis, Kaelie Tripp, Mikaela Wagner, Ashlee Widener, Adam Wise, Megan Witt, Christopher Wooten, Matthew Young and Anthony Zenoby

Elsie and Jack Smith
Carly Rose, Anthony Schmelzer, Dylan Smith, Lauren Sommers, Laura Swinehart, Michael Taylor and Cody VanLinge

Russell N. & Clarice H. Stemen
Rudy Hill, Johnathon McCandlish, Katlyn Miller and Anna Schmidt

Dr. Thomas E. Stenger
Barry Miller and Mary Gundelfinger

Brian Stoner Memorial Fund
Connor Passek

Hannah E. Thrash
Emily Shupp

Kenneth D. & Zita M. Trimmer
Madison Allen, Maxim Boone, Trey Davis, Bennett Davis, Chandler Dawson, Taylor Dean, William Eyman, Mary Gundelfinger, Kayla Hershberger, Ronald Jorgenson, Andrew Lasko, Joshua Leach, Ryan McGee, Kyler Messner, Kayla A. Miller, McKenzie Ortiz, Anna Schmidt, Alexander Shook, Camala Shumaker, Ross Spiegel, Kelsey Stockwell, Adam Thress, Hannah Tracy and Matthew Young

Wilber O. Turner & Anita M. Turner and Frank H. Hatter
Noah Ball, Jacob Cook, Allison Dunn, Garrett Dunn, Emily Johnson, Lindsey King, Finley Kocher, Adam Wise and Samantha Zishka

D. Eugene Ward
Olivia Ross

Dr. Martha Gesling Weber
Elizabeth Queen

Weis Family
Jessica Wade

Chad Welch Memorial
Bailee Poston

Charles T. Wilkins
Abagail Baker

Edgar A. Work, Sr.
Christian Meadows

2016 Annual Report Now Available
The Fairfield County Foundation is thrilled to share that our 2016 Annual Report is now available. Please take a look at all of our accomplishments from the past year, including scholarship and grant recipients, new funds established and our most recent financial statements. This year's report also includes many great photos from past events and the many programs we supported throughout the year. Our Annual Report is now available to download on our website.

What is a Community Foundation?

A community foundation is a non-profit, publicly supported, nonsectarian philanthropic institution with a long-term goal of building permanent funds established by many donors to carry out their charitable interests, and for the broad-based charitable interest of and for the residents of a defined geographic area.